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Abstract: To solve the problems that arise in traditional automatic methods for trough line analysis
with regard to low processing efficiency and analytical accuracy, an automatic method for trough line
analysis was proposed in this study, comprising the following steps. Firstly, the curvature of contour
lines was calculated using geopotential height field data to extract tracing start points, and candidate
and non-candidate trough points were classified and recognized based on their curvature and relative
positions. Afterwards, among the candidates, the eligible trough points were connected from tracing
start point. Finally, the automatically analyzed trough lines were obtained after some post-processing
steps. The experimental results indicate that the method is able to effectively identify meteorological
trough lines, and that its performance is superior to some previous analysis methods of trough line in
terms of analytical accuracy and processing speed.
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1. Introduction

With the increase in forecasting requirements in the meteorological field, forecasters need to collect
and process large quantities of observational data and numerical simulation data, which creates a great
challenge for the accurate and efficient analysis of massive volumes of information and the completion
of forecasting work. Therefore, various countries are vigorously developing synoptic automatic analysis
systems. To date, several synoptic automatic analysis systems have realized the automatic analysis
of contours and streamlines, including the Meteorological Information Comprehensive Analysis and
Process System (MICAPS) [1,2], the US civilian Advanced Weather Interactive Processing System
(AWIPS) [3,4] and so on. However, due to the complexity of high-altitude weather systems and some
meteorological constraints, the analysis of trough lines are still mainly accomplished manually.

In terms of the geopotential height field, a trough is an elongated region in low-pressure areas,
and is generally called a trough line on weather charts [5]. By definition, trough lines are lines that
connect the points with the highest contour curvature, and the recognition of trough lines has important
guiding significance in weather condition determination and disaster weather forecasting, which makes
trough lines analysis a significant problem. It can be seen that implementing the automatic analysis
and visualization of trough lines by means of computer technology [6] can not only improve the
effectiveness of weather chart analysis, but can also allow forecasters to judge the weather system
structure and evolution trends of trough lines more objectively. Therefore, the study of automatic
analysis of trough lines has important practical value.

Nevertheless, the automatic analysis of trough lines has not been a focus of researchers. In the
existing body of research, Huang et al. [7,8] identified troughs’ characteristics through the establishment
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of a relational spatial aggregation framework, and extracted trough lines by connecting the points
of the largest contour curvature. Hu et al. [9] utilized the vector rotation tracing method to conduct
a contour analysis and determined the central location of synoptic systems, such as troughs and
ridges, through the relationship between the characteristic points and their adjacent isobaric lines.
Wong et al. [10] identified low-pressure regions by defining a fitness function based on a genetic
algorithm, and the adjacent curvature segment of the isobaric line was regarded as the characteristic
trough line. Moreover, Mou et al. [11] first identified the isobaric line in pressure field data through
the edge detection algorithm and then analyzed the trough points and trough lines based on the ant
colony algorithm. Based on the Douglas-Peucker algorithm, Dai et al. [12] extracted the curvature
characteristic points from an isobaric line as trough points, and the trough point connection rule was
established based on the topological structure of an isobaric line in order to attain analysis results of a
trough line. Although the methods above can essentially accomplish the automatic analysis of trough
and ridge lines, there are some drawbacks to these methods: (1) the extraction of the contour lines,
which is a necessary step in these methods, is still time-consuming and reduces the efficiency of these
methods; (2) the accuracy of the trough lines analyzed is affected because the extracted contours are
susceptible to distortion, and deviation is introduced when the curvature of the sampling points of the
contours are calculated.

Similar to the analysis of trough lines, geography researchers have also presented some methods
to identify valleys (ridges) with terrain data. For example, Ohtake et al. [13] firstly used triangular
mesh to segment the set of contours, and estimated the higher-order derivative of contours with
implicit surface fitting and finite difference methods, and ultimately determined the valley (ridge)
lines by the curvature extremes; however, in this method, the contour lines still need to be analyzed in
advance. In addition, Pang [14] defined a principal curvature algorithm to extract the valley (ridge) line
from the point set model. In general, the methods above do not consider meteorological constraints,
such as the balance of air volume and air pressure, so they can’t deal with the problem of noise
points. Furthermore, their computing cost is expensive for the contour extraction or the calculation of
principal curvature.

This paper proposes an automatic analysis method for trough lines based on curvature tracing.
To our knowledge, there are, as yet, no methodologies for the automatic analysis of trough lines based
on curvature tracing. Compared to the existing methods, our proposed method is able to improve the
processing efficiency and accuracy of the extraction of trough lines by avoiding the analysis of contours.
First of all, the curvature values of the grid points are calculates directly from the geopotential height
field data, and the candidate trough points are extracted based on the classification of grid points
based on the curvature, from among which the reasonable trough points are selected for the tracing
and connecting of the trough lines.

2. Proposed Methodology

The method uses an input field given on gridded data. Firstly, geopotential height data are used
to calculate the curvature value at each grid point, and the grid points are then classified to extract the
tracing starting point and the candidate trough points (i.e., the key points in the process of trough line
tracing). Subsequently, the reasonable trough points are traced and connected to obtain the raw trough
lines on the basis of a number of relevant constraints. Finally, post-processing steps are indispensable,
including trough line noise removal and curve smoothing.

2.1. Curvature Calculation

As presented as a principle of meteorology [15], vorticity represents the degree and direction of
rotation at a certain point in the wind field. The vorticity calculation in the natural coordinate system
is as follows:

ξg = V
∂α

∂s
− ∂V

∂n
(1)
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where α is the wind direction at that point, V is the wind speed magnitude, s represents the wind
speed direction, and n is the normal vector of s.

Since the trough line often occurs in the upper atmosphere, and in high-latitude areas, the genuine
wind in the upper atmosphere is very close to the geostrophic wind (the horizontal uniform linear
motion of air in the free atmosphere).Therefore, assuming that geostrophic wind can replace true wind,
then Equation (1) can be written as:

ξg = VgK−
∂Vg

∂n
(2)

where Vg is geostrophic wind speed, K is the curvature of the streamline, and VgK is the curvature
vorticity, which represents the vorticity caused by the bending of the streamline (contour). The larger
the wind speed, the larger the vorticity. The term − ∂Vg

∂n is the shear vorticity. In the Northern
Hemisphere, when cyclonic shear is present, the vorticity is positive, and in case of anticyclonic shear,
the vorticity is negative. Mathematically, the curvature value C of the contour at a certain point is
equivalent to the value of K in Equation (2). Combined with Equation (1), we obtain:

C = K =
∂αg

∂sg
(3)

where αg is the wind angle of the geostrophic wind at that point, and sg is the direction of the
geostrophic wind. Thus, to calculate the curvature value C, it is necessary to use the geopotential
height data to calculate the wind angle αg of the geostrophic wind at each point on the isobaric surface.
In the movement of geostrophic wind, only the horizontal pressure gradient force and the Coriolis
force are acting, which indicates that the magnitude of the geostrophic wind is proportional to the
horizontal pressure gradient and negatively proportional to the sine of the latitude. This can be shown
in component form as:

ug = − 1
f

∂Φ

∂y
vg =

1
f

∂Φ

∂x
(4)

where ug and vg are the zonal and meridional components of the geostrophic wind speed, respectively,
Φ is the geopotential height value, f is Coriolis parameter, x is the zonal direction, and y is the
meridional direction. According to the two components above, the geostrophic wind angle αg_ij of the
grid i, j can be calculated as follows:

αg_ij = arctg
ug_ij

vg_ij
(5)

where ug_ij and vg_ij represent the zonal and meridional components of the geostrophic wind speed.
To facilitate the subsequent computation, the geostrophic wind angle is mapped to the standard

angle coordinate system in accordance with general meteorological regulations, by which north and
east are set as 0◦ and 90◦. For the grid points i, j, the geostrophic wind angle αg_ij is calculated as:

αg_ij =



arctg
ug_ij
vg_ij

, ug_ij > 0; vg_ij > 0

arctg
ug_ij
vij

+ 2π, ug_ij < 0; vg_ij > 0

arctg
ug_ij
vij

+ π, ug_ij < 0; vg_ij < 0

arctg
ug_ij
vg_ij

+ π, ug_ij > 0; vg_ij < 0

(6)

To improve the accuracy of the curvature calculation, the bilinear interpolation method [16] is
used to achieve αg1 and αg2 which are the geostrophic wind angles of two points before and after the
current grid points, respectively, with a distance ∆L in the direction of the geostrophic wind (∆L is far
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less than the distance between the two grid points). Additionally, the curvature value C of the grid is
calculated using central difference method as follows:

C =
∂αg

∂sg
=

αg1 − αg2

2∆L
(7)

Thus, the curvature of each grid point is acquired via geopotential height field data rather than
the complicated tracing process of contours.

2.2. Trough Line Analysis

For the geopotential height field, the trough line is connected by the points with the highest
contour curvature in the low-pressure trough region. Therefore, the key to trough line analysis is
to identify reasonable trough points for tracing and connecting based on the curvature value of
grid points.

2.2.1. Curvature Comparison

Trough lines generally do not exhibit significant change in direction during their extension;
therefore, directly tracing the local maximum curvature points to analyze trough lines may lead to
large deflections in the tracing direction and unreasonable analysis results. Furthermore, extracting
trough points based on a single curvature threshold is subject to the objective data attributes and
subjective experience, which makes it difficult to determine an accurate and widely applicable
threshold. However, when it comes to the manual analysis of trough lines, forecasters usually analyze
the curvature of contours in a certain range comprehensively to select the grid points with larger
curvature for connection to identify the trough line.

Thus, this study focuses on the locally relative magnitude of the curvature of grid points according
to the above analysis. Therefore, a 3 × 3 matrix is established, centered at each grid point, as shown in
Figure 1. In the figure, X is the center grid point, and the adjacent 8 grid points A~H serve as reference
points for analyzing the relative magnitude of the curvature at point X. The curvature of point X is
compared with its eight adjacent points to reflect the magnitude of the curvature at that point in the
local range with N, which represents the number of adjacent points smaller than the curvature of X.
If the N value is 8, then X is the point of maximum curvature in the local range. According to the
definition of a trough line, if a trough line emerges within this range, then the point with the local
maximum curvature should be one of the points in the trough line. In this way, the tracing starting
point (the point whose N = 8) is determined and stored in the point set StartPoint.
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2.2.2. Extraction of Candidate Trough Points

Actually, the discrete grid data contains a large number of grid points that should not be
individually analyzed during trough line tracing due to the excessive noise and workload. Therefore,
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prior to trough line tracing, the grid points are classified according to the magnitude of the curvature
in the local range (N value) and their relative positions to extract the candidate trough points.

Normally, the trough line that passes through a certain grid point will also pass its two adjacent
points, as shown in Figure 2a; that is, there exist at most two adjacent points (point A and E) with
higher curvature than that of the grid point itself. Consequently, when N is no less than 6 for a grid
point, that grid point will be designated as a candidate trough point.
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superior adjacent points in terms of the curvature value.

Furthermore, in the process of trough point tracing, if bending can be found at a grid point of a
trough line, there may exist 3 or 4 adjacent points near the grid point X that have a larger curvature,
as shown in Figure 2b,c. That is, the grid point with an N value of 4 or 5 is also essential for the correct
tracing and connection of the trough lines. However, since most of the grid points with N = 4 or 5
are not located on the trough line as the results indicate, the determinant conditions should be set to
further extract reasonable candidate trough points from these types of grid points.

Generally, no evident direction variation is found with reference to the extension of a trough line,
and the extension direction is irreversible (no “U”-shaped backtracing allowed). Thus, the deflection
angle of the trough line tracing direction is often less than 90◦, and further extraction is carried out for
the above grid points with N < 6:

(1) For grid points with N = 5, as shown in Figure 2b, assuming that there exist two superior adjacent
points B and C, if the third point with a higher curvature is one of the points among E, F, G, and H
(where the example just represents the relative position of grid points, below), the point X should
be extracted as a candidate trough point.

(2) For grid points with N = 4, as shown in Figure 2c, assuming that two adjacent points B and C are
found to have higher curvature, if another pair of adjacent points with higher curvature is E and
F, F and G, or G and H, then the grid point X should also be extracted as a candidate trough point.

(3) For grid points with N ≤ 3, the curvature is smaller at the localized points, which means the
trough line would not pass through these types of grid points. Thus, we identify them as
non-candidate trough points

To facilitate the identification, the candidates are represented using their N values, while “0”
denotes the non-candidate trough points. Based on the 500 hPa geopotential height (150◦ E–155◦ E,
40◦ N–45◦ N) at 2200 UTC on 8 October 2013, the curvature calculation results are shown in Figure 3a.
The extraction results are shown in Figure 3b, where the grid points with N = 8 imply the starting point
of the trough line tracing and the remaining grid points with N 6= 0 are the candidate trough points.
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2.2.3. Trough Point Tracing

The trough point tracing process is initiated after the extraction of candidate trough points,
and the reasonable trough points from the candidates are traced and connected from the starting point
determined in Section 2.2.1. We firstly select the grid point with the largest curvature in the point set
StartPoint as the tracing starting point of the first trough line, and the second largest as the next trough
line and so forth. Meanwhile, the point set MarkedPoint is used to store the tracing starting points and
the trough points have been traced.

According to the definition of the trough line, for grid points with a larger N value, the curvature
is larger in the local range and is more likely to be located in the trough line. In addition, there exist no
obvious direction change during trough point tracing. Based on the analysis above, we propose the
rules for trough point tracing as follows:

(1) Preference for selecting the adjacent point around the current trough point with the largest
N value (and N 6= 0) as the next trough point to trace.

(2) The adjacent point with the highest curvature is regarded as the next trough point when multiple
adjacent points share the same maximum value of N.

(3) The deflection angle for tracing direction is no greater than 90◦. As shown in Figure 1, if the
previous tracing process is from A to X, then the next trough point should be selected from the
five points C, D, E, F, and G.

Considering the tracing starting point is generally located at the middle position of the trough
line, the tracing process for that trough line is never completed until the tracing on both the optimal
and suboptimal directions from the starting point are finished. The conditions for completing the
trough point tracing process are set as follows:

(1) According to the uncrossed rule of trough lines, the trough point tracing ends once a point in the
set MarkedPoint has been traced again.

(2) If none of the adjacent points of the current trough point satisfies the tracing rules (stated above)
for candidate trough points, the trough point tracing also ends.

All the trough line tracing starting points (those have been traced during an earlier tracing process
are neglected) included in the StartPoint set are iterated in descending order of curvature. The raw
trough line analysis results are completed with the above steps implemented repeatedly until all the
starting points have been processed. For instance, the tracing result of the raw trough line at the 500 hPa
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geopotential height (140◦ E–160◦ E, 30◦ N–50◦ N) at 2200 UTC on 8 October 2013 is shown in Figure 4,
and the red box in the figure highlights the region shown in Figure 3.Atmosphere 2018, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW  7 of 14 
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8 October 2013.

2.3. Post-Processing of Raw Trough Line

As a large-scale meteorological system, the wavelength of a trough line is usually quite long,
and what forecasters ultimately need to be provided with are the smooth and noise-free results of trough
line analysis. Therefore, after obtaining the raw trough lines through connecting and tracing trough
points, some post-processing steps are still required to meet the demands of meteorological forecasting.

Firstly, the minimum length of a trough line is determined according to the resolution of the
gridded data, which uses a length threshold parameter to filter out the short ones. By this mechanism,
the main weather characteristics of that region can be reflected through the remaining large-scale
trough lines, and a large number of false short troughs without practical significance can also be
eliminated. Secondly, the curvature threshold is set to remove the trough lines that do not have analytical
value (and is usually located in a region of relatively plain contour lines), saving the trough lines for
which the curvature values of most of the trough points are greater than the threshold. Eventually,
the B-spline curve function [17] is applied to achieve smooth trough lines, which serve as the final
output of the automatic trough line analysis.

3. Results and Analysis

We implemented the proposed method on a computer and used geopotential height field from the
European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) to test it. Section 3.2 demonstrates
the case study results, and in Section 3.3, the proposed method was compared with some previous
methods to validate the advantages of our method.

3.1. Data and Parameters

To examine the method proposed in this paper, the gridded data from ECMWF, which are widely
applied in meteorologic fields and have significant linear correlation globally, were employed. ECMWF is
also able to provide higher data accuracy [18] in comparison with some other types of gridded data, such as
the data from the US National Center of Environmental Prediction (NCEP), and so on, which may be
beneficial for improving the accuracy of automatic trough line analyses. The data includes the geopotential
height value corresponding to latitude and longitude, and the data spatial resolution is 0.5◦ × 0.5◦. In the
field of meteorology, trough lines in regions such as the north and south poles, the area near equator,
and the southern hemisphere are generally not the focus of analysis; thus, we set the experimental latitude
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range as 70◦ N~20◦ N. In addition, the upper-level regional synoptic system has an important impact
on the evolution of weather conditions, of which, it is known that 500 hPa geopotential height is a
good diagnosis layer for deeper weather systems such as the westerly trough/ridge, the low-latitude
subtropical high, and the polar vortex [19]. Therefore, we focused on the gridded data of the isobaric
surface of 500 hPa to process the automatic analysis experiments of trough lines.

The method was mainly implemented through C# under the .NET framework. In terms of the
method’s parameters, the length threshold was set to 12, on the basis of the spatial data resolution of
0.5 × 0.5; additionally, the curvature of the trough points on the raw trough lines were accumulated
to calculate the mean, which was set as the curvature threshold We decided that a trough line
could be retained if more than two-thirds of its trough points’ curvatures were greater than the
curvature threshold.

3.2. Case Study Results

The post-processing of the raw trough line (shown in Figure 4) was performed according to the
parameters set out in Section 3.1, whose results are shown in Figure 5. It can be seen that the final
automatic analysis result is consistent with the distribution feature of the geopotential height field,
and the trough line is smoother after curve fitting.
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Furthermore, 24 sets of the geopotential height data at 500 hPa from March 2016 to February 2017
(two days from each month) were selected for trough line analysis batch experiments. Examples of the
automatic analysis results are shown in Figure 6.
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8 Oct 2016 and 21 Jan 2017. The examples were selected randomly from total automatic trough lines.

In the 24 sets of data used in the experiment, there were a total of 194 trough lines that were
analyzed. To examine the accuracy of our method, two professional weather forecasters were invited
to perform manual trough line analysis using the same geopotential height field data sets, and the
analysis results were taken as the ground truth. We then delineated a small area around each manual
trough line and identified whether a matching automatic trough line was located within the area of
the manual trough line. If two trough lines formed a matching pair, then the qualitative evaluation
method proposed in the previous research [20] was used. By calculating the consistency degree,
the position consistency and scope consistency between two classes of trough lines in a matching pair
were assessed:

Consistency degree =

[
Nam

Nm + Na − Nam

]
× 100 (8)

In the equation, Na and Nm represent the number of grid points in the automatic trough line and
manual trough line respectively, and Nam is the number of grid points in both types of trough lines
simultaneously. In particular, if the manual analyzed trough line passes between two grid points and
at least one of these two points is located in the automatically analyzed trough line, we designate that
a coincidence point (points in Nam) exists. The range of the consistency degree is from 0 to 100, and a
greater degree indicates a greater similarity between two types of trough lines.

The consistency degree of all matching pairs from the geopotential height fields were calculated
according to the above qualitative evaluation method, and the partial results (five matching pairs that
were randomly selected from each data set, totaling 120 samples) are shown in Figure 7a. In addition,
Figure 7b shows the number of matching pairs in each consistency degree range. In the figure, the orange
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dotted line is the curve about the cumulative proportion of the number of matching pairs in different
consistency degree intervals. It can be seen that the consistency degree of most matching pairs is in the
range of 70–80, which indicates that the automatic trough lines are similar to the manual analysis results.
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According to the professional forecasters, the automatic trough line analysis is considered a
success if the matching pair’s consistency degree is greater than 60, and from the Figure 7b, we find
that at least 76.7% of the samples would have a consistency degree higher than 60. The statistical
results of the trough line analysis are listed in Table 1, which are grouped by different seasons.

Table 1. Statistical results of the trough line analysis.

Season Number of Manual
Trough Lines

Number of Automatic
Trough Lines

Number of Successfully
Analyzed Trough Lines

Spring 39 44 32
Summer 30 36 23

Fall 51 54 45
Winter 57 60 51
Total 177 194 151
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Thus, the evaluation indicators including recall ratio and precision ratio were defined to examine
the validity and accuracy of our analysis method:

Recall ratio = Ls/Lm

Precision ratio = Ls/La
(9)

where Ls is the number of successful matching pairs, Lm is the number of manual trough lines and La

is the number of automatic trough lines.
The recall ratio and precision ratio obtained from the trough line analysis statistical results are

shown in Figure 8. It can be seen that the total recall ratio and precision ratio reached 85.3% and 77.8%,
respectively, which may meet the actual requirements for weather forecast. Moreover, we discovered
that the automatic trough line analyses in the fall and winter were more effective and accurate than
in the spring and summer. Further study reveals that high-altitude meteorological systems are more
stable during the fall and winter seasons, making the trough line trend more obvious and located
mostly in the region where the bending of the contours is relatively high (i.e., the change in curvature
is significant), which may be easier for computers to analyze.
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Figure 8. Recall ratio and precision ratio of automatically analyzed trough lines classified by seasons.

3.3. Comparison and Analysis

To validate the advantage of the proposed method, a comparative test was performed with some
previous automatic analysis methods of trough lines. Among these, while the method proposed by
Hu [9] can locate the approximate position of a trough and ridge meteorological system, it cannot
extract the specific trough lines. Additionally, Wong’s method [10] can only analyze the trough
lines in the local region of interest. Therefore, the comparison is mainly made with ant colony
theory-based [11], Douglas-Peucker algorithm-based [12] and principal curvature-based [14] methods.
In the principal curvature-based method, the test data comprises two-dimensional gridded data, rather
than three-dimensional. The four methods ([11,12,14] and our proposed method) were used to analyze
trough lines based on the same gridded data from the batch experiments in Section 3.2, with the same
computer; the results were assessed according to the qualitative evaluation method above, and the
comparison results of recall ratio, precision ratio and processing time are shown in Figure 9. As shown
in Figure 9a,b, our proposed method is better than the other three methods with regard to recall ratio
and precision ratio overall; it is also more efficient, as shown in Figure 9c, in which the principal
curvature-based method has the greatest time cost due to the necessity of some additional processing,
such as curve approximation.
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Figure 9. Comparison results of three different automatic analysis methods of trough lines in terms of
recall ratio comparison (a), precision ratio comparison (b), and processing time comparison (c).

The average of three types of evaluation indicators of different methods were calculated, the results
of which are shown in Table 2. It can be seen that the recall ratio of the proposed method is 8.6%,
11.0% and 6.3% higher than the ant colony theory-based, the DP algorithm-based and the principal
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curvature-based automatic analysis methods, respectively. Furthermore, the proposed method improves
the precision ratio by 11.4%, 7.6% and 8.6%, and shortens the processing time by 52.5%, 38.5% and 69%
compared to the three other methods.

Table 2. Comparison results of the evaluation indicators of different automatic analysis methods of
trough line.

Automatic Trough Line Analysis Method Recall Ratio Precision Ratio Processing Time (s)

Proposed method 85.31% 77.84% 0.142
Ant colony theory-based 78.53% 69.85% 0.299

DP algorithm-based 76.83% 72.34% 0.231
Principal curvature-based 80.23% 71.68% 0.456

The above comparison test indicates that the proposed automatic analysis method based on
curvature tracing is superior to the two previous methods in terms of recall ratio, precision ratio and
processing time. Further study discovers that the ant colony theory-based method extracts trough
lines mainly through interpolation data, which may easily introduce noisy data; moreover, the image
edge detection algorithm used in the method may induce distortion when identifying the isobaric line
sequence, thus affecting trough point extraction. Additionally, in the region where the contour lines
are sparse, the method based on the DP algorithm may not satisfy the set of the distance factor due to
the large distance between trough points, and thus will lead to the loss of some trough line analysis
results in the region.

4. Conclusions

To improve the efficiency of trough line analysis for weather forecasting and to reduce the subjective
uncertainty of manual analysis, this paper proposed an automatic method of trough line analysis based
on curvature tracing. The method was primarily designed based on meteorological principles, and the
curvatures of grid points were firstly calculated using geopotential height field data. Then, the starting
points for tracing and candidate trough points were extracted according to their curvature and relative
positions. Among the candidates, the eligible trough points were connected from the tracing starting
points. Finally, the automatic analysis results of trough lines were recognized after some post-processing
steps. The experimental results indicate that the method is able to identify meteorological trough lines
effectively; furthermore, the automatic analysis results in the fall and winter were more accurate than in
the spring and summer due to the different stabilities of the weather system. Compared to previous
methods, our method is able to improve the efficiency and accuracy of trough line analysis with an
average recall ratio of 85.31%, average precision ratio of 77.84% and average processing time of 0.142 s,
which are superior to the other three methods. In general, our proposed method allows the automatic
identification of trough lines with relatively high recall and precision ratios. Additionally, it can be
applied in weather forecast practice.

However, the analysis results might be less accurate in areas with irregular geopotential height
fields, which need more effort to improve. In addition, the self-adaptive method of the parameters set
will be the focus in the future for robust results when it comes to different data resolutions.
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